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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an efficiency optimization method for the permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) based powertrain by using field-circuit coupled finite-element method (FEM) for electric
vehicle or hybrid electric vehicle applications. In this paper, an alterable flux-weakening (FW) angle is
employed in the armature current control strategy for the FW operation. The optimal FW angle for each
certain operating condition can be obtained through the pre-selection, which improves the system efficiency
compared to conventional FW methods. Then, the lookup table (LUT) for optimal armature current control
commands is obtained. Through using this optimal LUT in the drive system, the system efficiency can be
significantly improved for the entire operation range. The time-stepping FEM is used to simulate the PMSM
system, which integrates the electromagnetic field analysis of the motor prototype and the control algorithm
of the drive system. A 2-D transient FEM model is built for a 15 kW PMSM in ANSYS Maxwell, and
a vector control circuit model is set up in ANSYS Simplorer. Experiments are carried out on the 15 kW
PMSM prototype to verify the accuracy of the simulation results and the effectiveness of the proposed design
method.

INDEX TERMS Efficiency optimization, field-circuit coupling, permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM), time-stepping finite-element method (FEM).

I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical machine drive systems are a key point for electric
vehicle (EV) and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) applications.
Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has been
used as a propulsion motor in EVs due to their superiorities,
such as high efficiency and high power density [1]–[9]. The
wide-speed operation is required in EV/HEV applications,
and thus the flux-weakening (FW) control should be adopted
to expand the operating limits of PMSM.

The FW control of PMSM can be achieved by controlling
the armature currents with feedforward methods based on
the equation calculation, feedback regulation methods, and
hybrid methods [10]–[23]. FWmethods in previous literature
mainly focus on the control performance, such as dynamic
response and steady-state characteristics, while the system
efficiency has not been investigated in detail. Usually, the sys-
tem efficiency is not considered as a target in the design

process of the control strategy. However, the efficiency is
an important index for practical EV traction systems. There-
fore, developing an accurate design method considering the
system efficiency of the PMSM system for EVs is very
important [24], [25]. In [26], an optimal lookup table (LUT)
acquired by offline calculation is utilized in the overall power
control strategy for the small-scale wind energy convention
system. This LUT-based optimization method is an effective
solution for optimal motor control strategy.

There are mainly three methods for motor system design,
including the magnetic field analysis [21], circuit simula-
tion [26], and field-circuit coupled method [27]–[32]. Accu-
rate control algorithm modeling can be achieved in circuit
simulation, while it is hard to analyze the inherent motor
characteristics precisely. Accurate study on the motor perfor-
mance can be achieved by magnetic field analysis, while it is
unable to investigate the system performance under various
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control strategies. These two methods cannot guarantee the
analysis accuracy of the entire motor systems with indepen-
dent using. However, the field-circuit coupled method inte-
grates both of the electromagnetic field analysis for the motor
and control algorithm of the driving system. Field-circuit cou-
pled analysis implemented by time-stepping finite-element
method (TS-FEM) has received much attention for motor
systems. In [27], a time-stepping two-dimensional (2-D)
eddy-current FEM is proposed to investigate the performance
of skewed rotor induction machines. In [28], a field-circuit
coupled TS-FEM is presented to simulate the electromagnetic
characteristics of PMSMs in the self-starting and voltage/
frequency control processes. In [29], a coupled-circuit
TS-FEM is employed to analyze the performance of a stand-
alone permanent magnet synchronous generator. In [30],
a simulation method for the steady-state magnetic fields of
blocking up for the induction motor is proposed. The field-
circuit coupled model is combined with time-periodic FEM
to reduce the simulation time. In [31], the TS-FEM is devel-
oped by using FORTRAN. In [32], the field-circuit coupled
simulation model for switched reluctance motor system is
designed by using ANSYS Maxwell and ANSYS Simplorer.

These studies have shown that the field-circuit coupled
TS-FEM is a promising solution for the motor system anal-
ysis. Since the motor system is an electromechanical inte-
gration product combining the electrical machine, power
electronics, and control algorithm, this paper adopts field-
circuit coupled TS-FEM to analyze the entire PMSM drive
system. With this method, the mutual coupling of the motor
and the drive system with different control strategies can
be analyzed. Thus, the motor system performance can be
comprehensively assessed. However, the system efficiency of
the PMSMdrive system considering control strategies has not
been investigated in detail in previous field-circuit coupled
studies. Considering this point, this paper aims at developing
an accurate and optimal design method for the PMSM system
by taking both the control strategy and system efficiency into
account. Space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM)
strategy is adopted in this method, which is not considered in
the conventional method that directly sets sinusoidal current
excitations.

In this paper, a design method considering overall effi-
ciency optimization for PMSM systems is proposed for
EV/HEV applications. An alterable FW angle is employed
in the armature current control strategy, and the optimal FW
angle for each certain operating condition can be obtained
through pre-selection, which improves the system efficiency.
Then, the optimal LUT for armature current control com-
mands is obtained. By using this optimal LUT in the drive
system, the system efficiency can be significantly improved
for the entire operation range. Field-circuit coupled TS-FEM
is employed to guarantee the analysis precision by integrating
a 2-D transient electromagnetic field model for the PMSM
in ANSYS Maxwell and a vector control circuit model in
ANSYS Simplorer. The optimal LUT for current control is
obtained by the coupled simulation under different operating

conditions. Experiments are carried out on a 15 kW PMSM
prototype for further validation. The simulation and experi-
mental results show a good consistency, which verifies the
effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed design method.

II. FLUX-WEAKENING OPERATION OF PMSM
A. PMSM SYSTEM
A PMSM drive system is mainly composed of a PMSM,
a power converter, a drive circuit, a position detection circuit,
and a current sampling circuit, as shown in Fig. 1. The PMSM
is extremely appropriate for extended speed operation in the
FWmode [2]. Since the permanent magnets (PMs) are buried
inside the rotor iron, they are effectively shielded from the
demagnetizing armature reaction field during FW operation.
The V-shaped disposition of the PMs serves to increase the
air gap flux.

FIGURE 1. PMSM drive system.

In the d-q coordinate system, the steady-state voltage and
torque equations of interior PMSM are expressed as follows:[

ud
uq

]
=

[
R − ωeLq
ωeLd R

] [
id
iq

]
+

[
0
ωeψf

]
(1)

Te =
3
2
Pn[ψf + (Ld − Lq)id ]iq (2)

where ud , uq, id , iq, Ld , Lq are the d- and q-axis components
of armature voltage, current, and inductance, respectively;
R, Pn,ψf , p are the armature resistance, number of pole pairs,
permanent-magnet flux-linkage and the differential operator,
respectively; Te and ωe are the electromagnetic torque and
electrical angular velocity.

In the system, the armature current Ia and voltage Ua are
limited as follows:

Ia =
√
i2d + i

2
q ≤ Iam (3)

Ua =
√
u2d + u

2
q ≤ Uam (4)

The current limit Iam is determined by the continuous arma-
ture current rating and available output current of the inverter.
The voltage limit Uam is the maximum available output volt-
age depending on the dc-link voltage. When the SVPWM
strategy is applied, the voltage limit is Uam = Vdc/

√
3.
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B. FW METHODS
The PMSM control is divided into the maximum torque per
ampere (MTPA) strategy in the constant torque region and
FW strategy in the constant power region. Within the base
speed range, the dc bus voltage of the inverter is sufficient to
compensate the back EMF. Therefore, MTPA control can be
applied to guarantee the minimum copper loss and generate
maximum torque [33], [34]. However, when motor speed
exceeds the base speed, MTPA control is not suitable for this
condition. Hence, FW control strategy is adopted to achieve
constant power operation.

Generally, feedforward or feedback FW methods are
applied to the current controller. Feedforward methods are
based on the mathematical model of the PMSM and uti-
lize motor parameters and dc bus voltage to calculate the
reference armature current vector. Typically, d- and q-axis
current references can be derived from the current and voltage
constraints in different speed regions. The principle of MTPA
control in the constant torque region can be expressed as:

∂
(
Te
/
Ia
)

∂id
= 0,

∂
(
Te
/
Ia
)

∂iq
= 0 (5)

From (1) ∼ (5), id for MTPA control and FW control can be
formulated as (6) and (7), respectively, and iq can be obtained
by (8).

id =
−ψf +

√
ψ2
f + 8(Ld − Lq)2I2a

4(Ld − Lq)
(6)
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−ψf Ld+

√
(ψf Ld )2−(L2d−L

2
q )[ψ

2
f +L

2
q I2a−(

Uam
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)2]
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2
q

(7)

iq =
√
I2a − i

2
d (8)

The armature resistance is usually neglected in the voltage
equation to simplify the analytical solution [21]–[23]. The
block diagram of a typical feedforward method is shown
in Fig. 2(a). Below and above the base speed, the d-axis cur-
rent reference is calculated by (6) and (7), respectively. The
feedforward methods are sensitive to the motor parameters
variation and operating conditions.

Feedbackmethods are generally based on the direct control
of the inverter output voltage through a closed-loop regulation
controller. Fig. 2(b) shows the block diagram of a typical
feedback method. id is regulated by a proportional and inte-
gral (PI) compensator, which is fed by the error between the
reference voltage vector and voltage limit. When SVPWM
strategy is applied, the voltage limit is ks · Vdc/

√
3, where

ks < 1 is a safety factor. Since the motor parameters are
not required, the control performance is more robust to motor
parameter variations.

The feedforward and feedback FW methods are very use-
ful, since they are universal to all PMSMs. But for a practical
PMSM drive used in EV traction system, the optimal control
performance cannot be obtained by these methods, because

FIGURE 2. Typical FW methods. (a) Feedforward. (b) Feedback.

the parameter variation and efficiency consideration are often
neglected in the control algorithm. In these methods, the cur-
rent vector can not be adjusted to find the optimal efficincy
operation. Besides, the calculation amount of the feedforward
method is large, and the voltage feedback method may have
problems in system stability and speed response.

III. PROPOSED EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION METHOD
USING FIELD-CIRCUIT COUPLED TS-FEM
A. PROPOSED EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In practical EV applications, LUT-based current control is
usually employed for PMSMs. In this paper, an optimal
LUT of armature current commands under different operating
conditions is employed in the control algorithm to achieve
efficiency optimization. The inputs of this LUT are the torque
command and instantaneous motor speed, and the outputs
are the d- and q- axis current commands. With this LUT,
the optimal current commands for efficiency optimization can
be stored in advance for a wide speed range.

The proposed efficiency optimization method is to find
the corresponding optimal current command for different
speeds and torques, so that the optimal current LUT can be
obtained. To achieve this method, an alterable FW angle is
introduced in the current control algorithm, and the FW con-
trol is implemented by adjusting the FW angle under different
operating conditions. In this paper, the flux-weakening angle
γ is defined as the angle between the armature current vector
and the q-axis, as shown in Fig. 3.
id and iq can be expressed as:

id = −
√
2Ia sin γ, iq =

√
2Ia cos γ (9)

The demagnetizing current id increases when γ becomes
larger, and the demagnetizing effect is more significant.

To obtain the LUT including the speed, torque, and current,
a double closed-loop vector system for PMSM is employed.
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FIGURE 3. Vector diagram.

FIGURE 4. Proposed design method with efficiency optimization.

The block diagram of the control algorithm and the proposed
design process is shown in Fig. 4.

In this PMSM system, the armature currents are not con-
trolled by feedforward calculation or feedback compensation.
Instead, an alterable FW angle is applied, where the system
efficiency can be optimized accordingly. Different FW angles
can be set to accommodate for different operating conditions.
The optimal FW angles for each certain operating condition
can be obtained through selection, which improves the system
efficiency compared to conventional FW methods. Then the
LUT with optimal armature current control commands is
obtained, and the system efficiency optimization is achieved
for the entire operation range.

The instantaneous speed is fed back to the PI controller,
where the armature current command is obtained. The d- and
q- axis armature current references are not determined by
conventional feedforward or feedback methods, while deter-
mined by the output of the speed PI controller and an optimal
LUT, where the FW angles for different operating conditions

are stored. The d- and q- axis voltage references are obtained
from the two current PI controllers. The voltage space vec-
tor for pulse width modulation is obtained by a coordinate
transfer. After the space vector pulse width modulation, drive
signals are generated for the power switches.

For a certain operating condition, when the reference
speed, load torque, and FW angle are set, the steady-state
d- and q- axis current commands for this operating condition
can be then obtained, as shown in Fig. 4. The critical point
is to judge whether the tested FW angle is the optimal one
for this operating condition with the maximum system effi-
ciency. After a range of FW angles are tested, the optimal
angle can be selected. Then the system efficiency in this
operating condition is improved by the optimal FW angle.
Through adjusting the FW angle, the corresponding optimal
control commands for this operating condition can be further
obtained. By this way, the variation of the parameters such
as inductances does not need to be considered in the control
algorithm.

The design process of the current based LUT for motor
system efficiency optimization is shown in Fig. 5. The LUT is
obtained by the current commands in selected discrete oper-
ating conditions. Therefore, the design of the optimal control
commands can be divided according to different speeds and
torques. For a certain speed, the first step is to figure out the
optimal FW angle on the contour line. Usually, this FW angle
is the maximum angle for this speed. The second step is to
determine the minimum angle with no load, which is usually
the lower limit. The optimal FW angles for other operating
conditions at this speed are between these two angles. After
the current commands for all discrete speeds are determined,
the optimal LUT for all operating conditions is obtained,
and this improved LUT can be used in the PMSM drives to
improve the system efficiency.

FIGURE 5. Design process of the current command LUT.

B. FIELD-CIRCUIT COUPLED ANALYSIS USING TS-FEM
The field-circuit coupled model can be obtained by cou-
pling the 2-D magnetic field model and the exterior cir-
cuit model. The 2-D magnetic field equation of PMSM for
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magnetic vector potential A is given by

∂

∂x

(
1
µ

∂A
∂x

)
+
∂

∂y

(
1
µ

∂A
∂y

)
= −J (10)

where x, y are the rectangular coordinates; µ is the perme-
ability; J is the externally impressed current density.
When equation (10) in the field domain needs to be coupled

with the external circuit, the circuit equation can be expressed
as [27] and [28]:

Us = Rsis + Le
dis
dt
+
la
s

∫ ∫
�+

∂A
∂t
d�−

∫ ∫
�−

∂A
∂t
d�

 (11)

where Us is the stator phase voltage, Rs is the total stator
resistance, Le is the end winding inductance, la is the axial
length of the iron core, s is the cross-section area of one turn,
�+ and �− are the total areas of positively and negatively
oriented coil sides of the phase winding in the solution sector,
respectively.

Equations (10) and (11) constitute the field-circuit coupled
equations. In this paper, the TS-FEM is employed to solve
the field-circuit coupled problem, and develop the simulation
model for the proposed efficiency optimization method.

FIGURE 6. Magnetic flux density distribution. (a) γ = 0◦. (b) γ = 90◦.

This paper uses ANSYS software to implement the field-
circuit coupled analysis based on TS-FEM. Fig. 6 shows the
distributions of the magnetic flux density and the radial air
gap flux density. The RMS value of three phase currents is
set to 350 A, and the FW angles are set to 0◦ and 90◦, respec-
tively. It can be seen that the flux density at 90◦ FW angle is
smaller than that at 0◦ FWangle, and the demagnetizing effect
is more significant. It means that the demagnetization effect
of the armature current is considered in the FEM analysis,
which is an advantage compared to the circuit method.

FIGURE 7. Proposed field-circuit coupled design method by using TS-FEM.

The exterior control circuit model of the PMSM system is
set up in ANSYS Simplorer. The coupled simulation system
can be developed by integrating the field model of the motor
and the circuit model of the control algorithm, as shown
in Fig. 7. The TS-FEM ensures the instantaneous values of
the field and circuit variables to be solved simultaneously, and
the armature inductances are naturally considered in the field
analysis, which improves the simulation accuracy. By using
the field-circuit coupled method, the efficiency optimization
method based on the improved LUT is developed under
different motor speeds, currents, and torques. The system
efficiency can be calculated by

η =
ωm · Tl
VdcIdc

(12)

where η is the system efficiency, ωm is the motor mechanical
angular velocity, Tl is the load torque, Vdc and Idc are the dc
bus voltage and current, respectively.

According to the efficiency results, optimal FW angles and
current commands can be obtained for different operating
conditions, and thus the efficiency optimization of the PMSM
drive system can be achieved.

IV. FIELD-CIRCUIT COUPLED SIMULATION RESULTS
The field-circuit coupled simulation using TS-FEM is carried
out on a 15 kW interior PMSM, and the main parameters of
the motor are shown in Table 1. The co-simulation system for
the proposed designmethod is developed in ANSYS platform
by the 2-D FEM model for the PMSM in Maxwell and the
circuit model in Simplorer, as shown in Fig. 8. A three phase
bridge inverter is built by using IGBT modules, as shown
in Fig. 8(a). A, B, C represent for the ends of the three
phase armature windings. The series resistor R is the winding
resistance of each phase, and the series inductance Le is
the end winding leakage inductance. Fig. 8(b) shows the
control algorithm, where the SVPWM strategy is employed.
The rotational inertia is set in the mechanical part. Different
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TABLE 1. Motor parameters.

FIGURE 8. Field-circuit coupled simulation model. (a) Main circuit.
(b) Control algorithm.

speeds and torques are set to simulate various operating con-
ditions.

The field-circuit coupled simulation is conducted at full
speed range and different torque loads. In the constant
torque region, the maximum torque is 110 N · m. In the
constant power region, the maximum power is 28 kW.
Different FW angles are set to test the system performance
and efficiency. Then the optimal FW angles with the maxi-
mum system efficiency are selected for the current command
LUT. Fig. 9 shows the steady-state current waveforms for
some operating conditions on the contour line with optimal
FW angles. The selected operating conditions are shown in
Fig. 9(a). The waveforms of three phase armature currents

FIGURE 9. Steady-state currents at selected operating points.
(a) Operating points. (b) 2000 r/min, 110 N · m, γ = 45◦. (c) 3000 r/min,
90 N · m, γ = 54◦. (d) 4000 r/min, 70 N · m, γ = 60◦. (e) 5000 r/min,
54 N · m, γ = 64◦. (f) 6000 r/min, 45 N · m, γ = 68◦. (g) 7000 r/min,
38 N · m, γ = 72◦.

ia, ib, ic, and d- and q-axis currents id , iq, are shown in
Fig. 9(b)-(g). Fig. 9(b) shows the steady-state currents at
2000 r/min and 110 N · m load, where the FW angle is 45◦.
It can be seen that the steady-state values of id and iq keep
almost constant, which are 350 and -350 A, respectively.
Similarly, Fig. 9(c)-(g) show the steady-state currents at
3000 r/min and 90 N ·m, 4000 r/min and 70 N ·m, 5000 r/min
and 54 N · m, 6000 r/min and 45 N · m, and 7000 r/min and
38 N · m, when the FW angles are 54◦, 60◦, 64◦, 68◦, 72◦,
respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed field-
circuit coupled design method based on TS-FEM, the experi-
mental platform is set up on a 15 kWPMSMprototype, which
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FIGURE 10. Experimental setup. (a) Off-board test. (b) On-board test.

is used for an EV traction drive, as shown in Fig. 10. The
designed maximum speed of this EV is 100 km/h. Fig. 10(a)
shows the off-board testbed. The experimental platform is
mainly composed of the 15 kW PMSM, current sensors,
a power analyzer, a controller and a dynamometer. A digital
chip STM32F302VCT7 is employed to implement the con-
trol strategy and generate control signals to drive the PMSM.
Current sensors LEM IT-700-S are used to detect the instan-
taneous current information for the controller. An AVL
dynamometer INDY S22-2/0525-1BS-1 acts as the load, and
thus the PMSM at different speeds and torques can be investi-
gated. Power analyzer Yokogawa WT3000 is used to analyze
the power and efficiency of the system. Fig. 10(b) shows the
on-board test setup when the PMSM system is installed in an
electric vehicle.

Fig. 11 shows the control diagram of the PMSM drive
system by using the proposed method. The optimal current
command LUT is employed to generate the current com-
mands for different operating conditions according to the
torque command. The inputs of this LUT are the torque
command and instantaneous speed feedback, and the outputs
are d- and q- axis current references. The current references
and feedbacks are then input into two PI controllers, where
the d- and q- axis voltage references are calculated. After
the coordinate transformation, the voltage SVPWM strategy
is implemented to generate the drive signals for the power
switches. An encoder is used to detect the rotor position
for speed calculation and coordinate transformation. Three
current sensors are used to detect the phase currents for
control.

Experiments are carried out at full speed range and dif-
ferent load torques. In the experiments, the optimal current

FIGURE 11. Control schematic by using the proposed method.

FIGURE 12. Steady-state currents. (a) 2000 r/min, 110 N · m.
(b) 3000 r/min, 90 N · m. (c) 4000 r/min, 70 N · m. (d) 5000 r/min,
54 N · m. (e) 6000 r/min, 45 N · m. (f) 7000 r/min, 38 N · m.

command LUT is stored in the controller. Control signals
are provided by the controller to drive the PMSM, and the
load torque is implemented by the dynamometer. Then the
PMSM operating at different given speeds and torque loads
can be achieved through adjusting the control parameters.
When the PMSM achieves steady state, current waveforms
are recorded, and the power and efficiency of the system are
analyzed by the power analyzer. In the constant torque region,
the maximum torque is 110 N · m; in the constant power
region, the maximum power is 28 kW. Fig. 12 shows the
measured steady-state waveforms of the three phase armature
currents. Fig. 12 (a)-(g) show the currents under the same
operating conditions as in the simulation, presenting a good
consistency.

Fig. 13(a) shows the comparison between the measured
and simulated system efficiency and bus current at different
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FIGURE 13. Comparison between simulated and measured results.
(a) Efficiency and bus current on the contour line. (b) Efficiency over
wide operation range.

operating points on the contour line. It can be seen that
both the bus current and efficiency results match well.
Fig. 13(b) shows the system efficiency comparison over a
wide speed range at different torque loads. Clearly, the differ-
ence between the simulated and measured system efficiency
is less than 2%, which ensures the accuracy of the designed
field-circuit coupled simulation.

The efficiency results over entire operation range are col-
lected to draw the efficiency contour map of the PMSM
system, as shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14(a) shows the simulated
efficiency contour map based on the field-circuit coupled
TS-FEM; Fig. 14(b) shows the measured system efficiency
map. The two maps show a good agreement over the entire
operation range. Although the system efficiency is low at
low speed and large torque region, the system efficiency is
relatively high in the high speed FW operation area.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed efficiency
optimization method, experiments are also carried out with
conventional feedforward FW method. The comparison of
the system efficiency at rated power 15 kW and maximum
power 28 kW is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that, in the
conventional method, the efficiency results are not optimal,
because it does not take the system efficiency into account
in the calculation of current commands. However, the sys-
tem efficiency by using the proposed efficiency optimization
method is obviously higher than that of the conventional
FW method. In some working conditions, more than 5%
efficiency improvement can be achieved.

FIGURE 14. Comparison of system efficiency contour maps. (a) Computed
by field-circuit coupled TS-FEM. (b) Measured by experiments.

FIGURE 15. Efficiency comparison of proposed and conventional
methods.

The effectiveness of the field-circuit coupled design
method using TS-FEM has been verified by the experi-
mental results. When the optimal current command LUT is
employed in the control algorithm, the system efficiency is
effectively optimized. It can be seen that sufficient agreement
has been achieved between the simulated and the exper-
imental results, confirming that the proposed field-circuit
coupled design method has extremely high precision, which
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can completely satisfy the precision requirements of the
high-efficiency PMSM system design. The proposed method
can be applied in the current control LUT design for high-
efficiency EV/HEV applications.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a design method for PMSM traction
systems considering efficiency optimization by using field-
circuit coupled FEM for EV/HEV applications. An alter-
able current FW angle is employed to improve the system
efficiency. With the optimization of the FW angles, optimal
current commands can be obtained for the current control
LUT. The field-circuit coupled simulation system is devel-
oped by coupling the 2-D electromagnetic field model of the
PMSM in ANSYS Maxwell and the control circuit model
in ANSYS Simplorer. Experiments on a 15 kW EV-used
PMSM are carried out to verify the accuracy of the simulation
results and effectiveness of the proposed method. The system
efficiency can be improved by 5% by using the proposed
scheme compared to conventional methods.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First,
an alterable flux-weakening angle through the pre-selection
is employed for the flux-weakening operation of PMSM.
Second, the field-circuit coupled time-stepping finite-
element method is employed to design the current LUT for
the PMSMdrive, which can achieve a more accurate analysis.
SVPWM strategy is adopted in this method, which makes
the current waveforms more consistent with practical PMSM
control than the conventional method that directly sets perfect
sinusoidal current excitations. Third, a LUT-based overall
efficiency optimization method is proposed for PMSM drives
for EV/HEV applications, which can significantly improve
the system efficiency. The proposed field-circuit coupled
design method helps to improve the development process of
the current control LUT for PMSM systems.
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